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Understanding the Nature and Limits of “Protection” 

What you see and attune to, you’re likely to see more of. The universe is not out to get you; this is 

just a matching resonance universe. It’s our thoughts and fears that make us feel unsafe.  

In shamanism, intention is everything. If you are motivated by wounds and reactivity, whether 

those wounds and reactive states are yours or someone else’s, your intention will be fear-based or 

other-based. The greatest place of true power is when our intentions, choices, and actions come 

from the centered place that is your sovereign, true soul-self. 

Creating and maintaining a shield or protective force field is draining, energetically and 

physically. My shamanic teacher Betsy Bergstrom notes that walking armored or with a collapsed 

energy field is associated with auto immune diseases from multiple sclerosis to arthritis. Consider 

the following: 

• What happens over time when you’re wearing armor? You collapse under the weight. 

Meanwhile, your energy and range of movement are limited.  

• What happens if you hide all the time, try to run away or escape or be invisible? Collapsed 

energy fields and running drain you; you get weaker over time. 

• What if the incoming energy is bigger or more powerful than your shield? 

True Soul  Power 

You can carry protection energy, and it is helpful on a short-term, momentary basis. But long-

term, true “security” rests in the true or non-reactive soul being fully embodied. 

1. The Power of Knowledge & Awareness True “protection” is knowledge and awareness, 

not erecting a barrier. Betsy Bergstrom and many world religions teach that if you are 

filled with yourself and connected to your helping spirit(s) and to Source/All That Is, 

nothing can harm you that isn’t part of your path. I would modify this a bit to add that, 

while mostly true, this is the Middle World. So sometimes random things happen. But in 

any case, when meeting an unknown situation or energy, respect goes a long way. The key 

is composure, not domination. 

a. Protection Energy Instead, if you’re always scanning and monitoring your 

external environment, looking for possible threats, wondering what others are 

thinking and feeling, you are living by reacting to others and to what’s happening 

around you. If you (your egoic self) is mostly “out there,” scanning the 

environment, who’s at home in your body minding the store, so to speak? 

Establishing healthy boundaries requires that you be “home” in your body.   

2. True Power: A Soul Fully Embodied, A Body Fully Ensouled 

The best spiritual protection comes from having a body fully ensouled and a soul fully 

embodied. You approach the world with curiosity and compassion. It’s a great day to be 

alive, and what a gift these lessons are. You know that you and your helping spirits will 

meet or learn from any challenges or lessons that arise. 
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3. The Greatest Threat is Internal  Our greatest risk factor is our internal state, not 

anything external. This truth is why the Buddhist prayer asks to be protected from outer 

and inner harm. We are vulnerable when we have emptiness and are not “full of 

ourselves” or when we believe our thoughts. Safety and freedom rest in being our 

sovereign true selves, and being the observer of our thoughts, emotions, egoic identities, 

and bodily urges. 

a. If your soul is driving the bus of your life, your internal threats are minimal to non-

existent. If your thoughts, emotions, wounds, egoic identity, or body is driving, 

you're at risk from them, not just from something external, and they are likely to 

draw some external “harm” to you. This isn't true harm per se, but a life lesson 

drawn to you because of magnetic resonance. 

b. No matter what is going on around you, you are not a puppet whose strings are 

pulled by others. You are not a dried-up leaf blown about by every breeze. Every 

reactive state robs you of power. Do your personal work; tend to your wounds, so 

that you can no longer be driven by them. 

Five Energetic Habit Concerns 

1. Collapsed Energy Field It’s natural to collapse your energy field temporarily when 

startled: all animals do this. Perhaps you’ve witnessed birds suddenly stop signing and go 

quiet when a twig you’ve stepped on snaps loudly. Such collapse is natural and fine if 

momentary, but many of us spend much or all of our time in this state. Such shrinkage 

allows other energies nearby to take up more space and get even closer to you, as they 

cannot feel your boundary. 

2. Armoring or Shielding It’s fine to occasionally put on armor or erect a psychic shield, 

but these need to be used sparingly and short-term only. Armoring locks out bad things, 

but they also keep out the good and love. Armoring or shielding may contribute to auto-

immune disorders because they flood your body with fear-based "threat" messages and 

stress hormones that overburden the immune system. 

3. Constant Danger Scanning  It's wise to occasionally scan the environment for danger, 

especially when you're out walking at night. It's unwise to routinely look for trouble, 

which can cause you to miss beauty and to inadvertently draw to you unpleasant realms 

and beings.   

4. "Reading" Others Empathically It's not appropriate to "read" the thoughts, feelings, 

etc., that might be going on inside others. It pulls you out of your body and sovereignty 

and is intrusive to them. It can be helpful to  

a. ask yourself about your need or desire to read them; 

b. focus on your own emotions, thoughts, and feelings; and 

c. ensure permission ethics and create a reality check feedback loop by directly 

asking the person what they are thinking or feeling if you have a need to know. 

5. Fearing or Trying to Avoid Negativity Even life events that the cells in the left brain 

would judge to be “negative” or unpleasant are part of life. Indeed, such unpleasant life 

events and detours are often necessary for our path and gifts to unfold. Accept life as 

Teacher and adopt the view that nothing is going to happen that you and your helping 

spirits cannot deal with, including physical death. 


